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brown belt material
TRADITIONAL FORMS - green stripe

self-defense - white stripe

physical fitness requirements

black belt attitude - black stripe

CHOONG-MOO: 30 moves. Choong-Moo was the name given to the great Admiral Yi Soon-Sin of the Yi Dynasty. He was reputed to have invented the first 
armored battleship (Kobukson) in 1592, which is said to be the precursor to the present day submarine. This form ends in a left handed attack to 
symbolize his regrettable death at an early age before reaching his full potential.

sparring & sparring combinations - red stripe

All previous combinations: Beginner and Brown Belt combinations 
sparring proficiency: 1-on-1, 2-on-1 
combination 1: Step, step together, jump front kick, backfist, cross, kihap 
combination 2: J-step side kick, spinning hook kick, backfist, cross, kihap 
combination 3: lunge punch, tornado kick, spinning backfist, cross, kihap

• knife defense 4: Step to the side with your left foot and right side area block. Trap opponent’s hand with your left hand and swing your arms around in a 
counter-clockwise motion. Adjust your grip for a wrist lock and font kick to the body. Step backwards with your left foot and throw opponent to the 
ground. Finish with a kick to the head. 

• gun defense 4: With your hands raised, turn towards attacker blocking their arm out of the way and securing the wrist. Palm heel strike to the face. 
Downward ridge hand to opponent’s elbow and figure 4 lock their arm. Step backwards and throw opponent to the ground. Finish with strikes to the 
head and body.

minimum of 6 black stripe required: The most important aspect of martial arts training is that of respect. As you move forward in belt rank, the 
importance of respect increases. Instructors will expect continued improvement to qualify for this stripe. Turn in the required responsibility sheets after 
they are completed.

push-ups: survive sit-ups: survive squats: survive

board breaking requirements

kids (-60 lbs): 1/2 board x 3 kids (60-125 lbs): 3/4 board x 2, 1 full board x 1 adults: 2 full board x 3

information

all previous form information: Know the meanings of each form and the pattern. Additionally, know belt specific material.


